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SENSEable CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP

Welcome to the SENSEable City Lab
- a cutting-edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines to
work on groundbreaking ideas and
innovative real-world demonstrations.
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Each academic year, the SENSEable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop. The
workshop seeks to provide pragmatic,
technological solutions that address
a key concern of urban living.
The SENSEable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
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SENSEable CITY LAB - MIT - BOSTON
SCL1 / The SENSEable City Laboratory
Fact Sheet
SCL2 / The SENSEable City as a
Cybernetic Mechanism of Sensing,
Analysis and Actuation
SCL3 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of [Crowd-]Sensing

SCL4 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Actuation:
Networks and Neo-Cyborgs
SCL5 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Data
Analysis and Computation
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How do you drive a pleasant,
sustainable transportation experience
in an advanced post-industrial city?
What can you improve when all the
low-hanging fruit has been picked?
In surveys of quality of life, the
modern city of Copenhagen remains
one of the highest-ranked cities in the
world. This is in large part due to its
built structure, a compact efficient
layout, which permits a third of
all citizens to commute by bicycle.
Transportation infrastructure also
plays a major part; another third of
citizens commutes via public transit,
primarily buses and “S-tog” commuter
rail from the surrounding metro
area. This is especially impressive
considering that Copenhagen
implements neither congestion road
pricing nor an all-encompassing lightrail/subway system (the Copenhagen
Metro is aggressively expanding its
reach over the coming decade).
These systems of road and rail, bike
lanes and transit stations, and bus
and train fleets have the capacity to
carry the Copenhagen metro area
for many years to come. Modern
innovations like automated subway
operation and real-time location/
load sensing further bolster this
infrastructure, making it possible
to guarantee timely and efficient
service despite rising demand.
However, technology also allows us
to look beyond carrying capacity, to
enhance the actual experience of
using transit. Real-time information
exchange via smartphones and new
insights into actual transportation
behavior enable us to break down
traditional norms between drivers,
bicyclists, and transit riders. We can
replace the traditional frustrations
of urban mobility, often resulting
from rigid rules and uncertainty,
with rich social interactions.

One year after designing new,
dynamic infrastructure to support
sustainable waterfront development
in Nordhavnen, the SENSEable City
Lab was again invited by the City
of Copenhagen to run a workshop.
This time, however, the team of
students had a much broader
brief. Rather than focus on one
single development site, the entire
Copenhagen metro area was within
their scope. The City asked for ideas to
improve transportation experiences
for its citizens, offering street
parking scarcity and multimodal
transportation as specific issues to
address. The six members of the team
(Albert Ching, Travis Sheehan, Kelly
Shaw, Sunnie Lau, Dennis Cheung, and
Claudio Martani) each brought ideas
and expertise from multiple fields,
including architecture, urban design,
industrial design, computer modeling,
and transportation planning.
During their research trip in
Copenhagen, the team met with
numerous officials, learning about
the city’s sustainability goals and
challenges. At City Hall they were
briefed on the demand for more
parking, less congestion, modern
light rail, and a flexible multimodal
transportation network embracing
bicycling and public transit. A visit
to the Copenhagen Metro offices
revealed the planned design and
placement of future metro stations; a
walking tour of Norrebrogade showed
how bus riding and bicycling could
take priority on this historic, heavily
trafficked street using vehicle sensing,
dynamic signaling, and strategic
policymaking. On their own, students
explored the S-tog commuter
rail and peripheral stations,
documented street typologies, and
observed the behavior of public
transit riders and pedestrians.

Ultimately, the six members of
the Copenhagen team focused on
three problems: reducing “cruising
for parking” while efficiently using
street parking spaces; easing the
transition from bicycle to bus/
train for multimodal commuters;
and introducing serendipity and
social interaction into the everyday
experience of public transit. Assaf
Biderman and David Lee, instructors
from the course who accompanied
the students on their trip, further
challenged the students to produce
“infrastructure-less” solutions, those
that would require as little additional
infrastructure as possible. This
constraint forced students to test out
creative uses for data and pervasive
computing, rather than propose
new built structures or systems, to
transform the modern transportation
system of Copenhagen.
Kelly and Claudio each designed
complementary parts to an
“infrastructure-less parking system,”
which would rely on mobile check-ins
to track, claim, and pay for parking
spots. Kelly’s invention, Carma,
uses a windshield-mounted LED
array to guide users to the nearest
available space, while providing
fellow motorists and pedestrians
with visual cues about one’s recent
driving history. Claudio detailed a
parking reservation scheme and
augmented reality tool that would
allow the city to identify parking
usage and violations through
crowdsourced human observation,
instead of an embedded singlepurpose sensor network.
Sunnie looked for ways to assist
multimodal commuters who bring
their bikes on the S-tog trains. One
design was a convertible chair/bicycle
dock that flexibly accommodates
both cyclists and non-cyclists in the
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same train car. An outdoor display
signals which cars in the next arriving
train have available bike space,
guiding cyclists to the spot on the
station platform where they can
board most easily. Meanwhile, Dennis
devised the “Trip Beat” mobile app
to give cyclists on the road ambient
feedback on how to avoid congestion,
hazards, and lengthy waits for buses
or trains during their daily commutes.
It uses the traveler’s mobility patterns
(recorded over time with GPS), realtime road information, and transit
vehicle tracking to help the user make
simple decisions at crucial points
along their trip. The same app could
also benefit pedestrians and drivers.
Albert and Travis looked more broadly
at travel behavior on the Metro, and
sought ways to influence people

to be more social and adventurous
when riding the subway. Albert took
advantage of train arrival information
and location-based social networking
to build short “adventures,” where
commuters could explore new areas
around the Metro stations. Ironically,
this leverages the predictability of
transit timing to make users secure
that they can undertake more
spontaneous behavior with their
time between appointments, perhaps
discovering a new coffee place or
meeting up with a nearby friend.
Travis’ app focused on interaction
within subway cars and stations,
allowing users to drop “media
bread crumbs” like songs, videos, or
text articles for others to enjoy. An
augmented reality interface allows
riders to scan the subway car, see
what others are viewing or have left

behind, and pick up these crumbs
for themselves just as one would
pick up and re-drop a discarded
newspaper from the subway
.
A common theme among these
projects is mastery of the uncertain as
a way to break down usual behavior
patterns. Social norms and rules
have developed over time to prevent
conflict in public, whenever people’s
intentions are not transparent
or easily signaled (such as when
competing for parking spots or seats
on a train). Each project leverages the
transparency offered by real-time
information exchange to obviate the
need for rigid rules, to encourage
more spontaneous interaction, and
to make the best use of time saved.

C5
Carma
by Kelly Shaw

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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CHALLENGE
The City of Copenhagen has ambitions
to become carbon neutral by 2025.
Having branded itself as one of the
most livable and greenest cities in the
world, Copenhagen has successfully
reduced its carbon emissions by
20% since 1990. Initiatives towards
their “Green Growth” plan include
increasing windmill farms and
low-energy buildings, introducing
more hydrogen and electric vehicles,
and getting 50% of Copenhageners
to bike daily. Copenhagen prides
itself in being a test bed for
sustainability projects, having the
infrastructure and municipal support
to create an environment ripe for
the next wave of “Green” ideas.
Carma brings this experimental
approach to sustainability to
car parking in Copenhagen.
Cars account for over 50% of C02
emissions in Copenhagen and in
order to reach its goal of becoming
the first carbon neutral capital in
the world, the city wants to limit
car congestion and its overall
environmental impacts. For a city so
amenable towards bicycles, metro
and trains, driving in Copenhagen is
surprisingly “unfriendly”. Whereas
bikes and public transport have a
highly supportive and sophisticated
infrastructure, the city has taken
several steps to discourage car usage.
Danish drivers pay an excise car
tax of 180%, tiered parking charges

For a city
so amenable
towards bicycles,
the metro and
trains, driving
in Copenhagen
is surprisingly
“unfriendly.”

as they move closer to downtown
Copenhagen and they face a steady
decrease in available on-street
parking spaces. Yet despite the lack
of parking and exorbitant pricing,
car ownership has increased by 31%
since 1993. As many as 60,000 new
Copenhageners are expected to move
into the city in the coming years, and
most will be arriving with their cars.
The lack of parking within the city
has exacerbated traffic congestion
by creating situations where many
drivers spend an additional 15-20
minutes cruising around the streets
looking for parking. During our site
visits we observed limits to how far
drivers were willing to expand their
search area for parking; often drivers
would continue to circle around the
same few blocks repeatedly until
parking became available.
This frequent circling only creates
more CO2 emissions and traffic
congestion, as well as noise pollution
on the streets. A related study in
downtown LA showed that over the
course of a year, vehicles looking for
parking burned upwards of 47,000
gallons of gasoline, enough for 38
trips around the world (Shoup, 2005).
Another study completed in Munich,
Germany suggested that as much as
44% of the traffic downtown came
from drivers looking for parking,
resulting in 150,000 hours of waiting
time annually (Caliskan et al., 2006).

street to the next (Shoup, 2005).
This pattern suggests that drivers
may find parking if they were only
willing to search for parking just a
few streets over from their original
search zone. The objective of Carma
is to offer drivers simple, real-time
navigation to quickly locate this
available on street parking. The
more efficiently a driver can locate
parking, the less time they will spend
contributing to traffic congestion
and air and noise pollution.
To facilitate parking, Carma also
subtly influences driver behavior.
Technology has provided drivers with
a beloved sense of anonymity within
urban life, but there is a shift in the
way all people behave when they
believe that they are being watched
and judged for their actions. Most
drivers who aggressively cut others
off do so because they rarely have
to face reactions or disapproval for
their actions. But, if one driver could
sense that another has been looking
for parking longer than they have, and
they both approach the same spot,
would this knowledge affect their
road etiquette? What if you knew the
driver vying for your parking space
was handicapped or pregnant? Even if
you didn’t care for the impression you
were making on another driver, what
about the pedestrians nearby who
could see your behavior?

STRATEGY
OBJECTIVE
While it is clear that the city would
like to reduce the number of drivers
in the city, automobiles remain
a dynamic component of urban
life for logistical and convenience
reasons. The lack of on-street parking
spaces has created a driving culture
where locating parking has become
frustrating and at times competitive.
Yet cruising studies have shown that
the amount of traffic congestion
in an area will vary widely on a
street-by-street basis. In one study,
between 8 - 74% of the traffic was
cruising for parking and the average
time to find a curb space ranged
between 3.5 - 14 minutes. The variance
in cruising time suggests significant
differences in congestion from one

Carma relies on a small, wireless
lighting display that attaches to
the driver’s front windshield. Unlike
other GPS systems, Carma is an LED
two-way mirror. On the driver-facing
side is a simple LED navigational
display which always points the
driver in the right direction for
parking via a digital compass and GPS
technology. The illuminated LEDs act
as a path indicator for drivers who
activate their parking search. On the
street-facing side, Carma alerts other
drivers and pedestrians of a driver’s
intentions and Carma status through
different colors. Such a public display
will alter the driving dynamics within
a city as drivers become more aware
of congested parking zones, as well as
gain the opportunity and information
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to help one another locate parking.
These visual breadcrumbs can also
provide Copenhagen with valuable
traffic and parking data needed to
make infrastructural improvements.
In giving the car a more visible
identity and link to its driver,
Copenhagen can become an even
friendlier city where it matters less
what you drive, but rather how you
drive.

START / STOP
Start
/ stop

NO OPEN PARKING
No
open parking

150 M RADIUS
150
m radius

300 M RADIUS
300
m radius

450 Mm
RADIUS
450
radius

-

DIRECTIONS
Directions

Carma provides turn-by-turn navigation via
a wireless LED display.

LED UI

LED UI
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CARMA STATUS
CARMA STATUS
Carma
CARMAstatus
STATUS

MIN 0 - 3 MIN0 - 3 MIN
00--33min

Carma relies on information provided
on city-wide available parking, which
is stored in a server and updates
regularly based on realtime sensing
technologies. Carma translates
this existing data by providing
drivers with two simple pieces of
information: Navigation to open
parking spaces near their desired
destination and their Carma status.
Carma status includes 5 different
modes: 3 colors for cruising time
(green = 3 minutes or less, yellow
= 3-10 minutes, red = 10 minutes or
more), blue colored lights for disabled
drivers, and purple lights for pregnant
drivers. Carma will be available as
standard with cruising time colors
while the blue and purple statuses
will need to be unlocked for use. The
driver activates Carma once they
have reached their destination and
need assistance finding parking.
This will ensure that the driver will
be reasonably close to any available
parking for the Carma system’s
real-time updates to remain useful.

Starting Carma enables the GPS
and digital compass to locate their
position and the driver can specify
Carma’s search radius for parking,
i.e. the maximum distance they are
willing to park from their destination.
Distances are specified via the simple
bars along the bottom of the Carma
interface. One bar calculates available
parking within 150 meters of the
driver, the second bar will direct the
driver to parking within 300 meters
and the third bar will calculate
parking within 450 meters. Carma
begins timing the driver’s search time
from the moment they have started
their search and the driver will see
Carma’s navigational arrows begin to
illuminate.

3 - 10 MIN
MIN3 - 10 MIN
33- -1010min

MIN OR
10MORE
MIN OR MORE
10 min
MIN or
OR10
MORE
10
more

HANDICAPPED
HANDICAPPED
HANDICAPPED
Handicapped

BABY ONBABY
BOARD
BABY ON BOARD
BabyON
onBOARD
board
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

SCENARIO 1:
No competition for parking

SCG COPENHAGEN 2 / C5 / CARMA

Carma’s LED arrow dynamically
changes direction as the user drives
to indicate the direction of parking.
The arrows will change colors (red,
yellow and green) to indicate to
the driver how long they have been
cruising. On the street-facing side,
other drivers and pedestrians will
see the driver’s intended direction
and Carma status. Once the driver is
within 5 meters of available parking,
the arrow will begin to blink rapidly
to indicate to the driver that they
have found an open parking spot.
SCENARIO 2:
Space occupied en route
This scenario assumes that the
driver is too far from any other
drivers who are closer to the space.
Consequently they are unaware that
other drivers are looking for a specific
open space. They are therefore
unaffected and have no reason to
leave the space open. If the parking
space that Carma is navigating
the driver to becomes unavailable
during their journey, Carma will
automatically re-route the driver’s
trip to another available space.
SCENARIO 3:
2 Carma drivers
Two drivers using Carma are
approaching the same spot. If they
are both reflecting the same Carma
status then the driver who reaches
the space first will most likely take
it, or perhaps they will see the other
approaching driver’s intent and
be willing to continue looking.

On the other hand, if one of the
drivers displays a green light
compared to another driver’s
yellow or red status, indicating
that they have been searching for
longer, the “green” driver will have
the opportunity to let the driver
who has been cruising for longer
to take the contested space.
SCENARIO 4:
1 Carma driver
and 1 non-Carma driver
In this scenario only one of 2
approaching drivers is using Carma.
The driver who is just passing by now
has the option to let the driver who is
displaying their intentions to take the
spot. Displaying one’s intentions to
park provides drivers with the chance
to exercise an unspoken right of way
in a public space. Again, drivers are
more likely to obey laws or extend
aid when they know they are being
watched or judged for their actions.
SCENARIO 5:
No space available
If there is suddenly no parking
available in the driver’s search radius,
the lights will cease illuminating and
an “X” will appear on the display.
The driver can go back to Carma
and tell it to widen its search area.
Similarly, if there is no available
parking when Carma is first activated,
an “X” will appear, thus indicating
to the driver that they may need
to expand their search radius.

SCENARIO 1.

What the
driverDRIVER
sees
WHAT
THE
SEE

What others
see
WHAT
OTHER
SEE
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SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2.

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3.
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What the driver sees

What others see

SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 4.

SCENARIO 4

SCENARIO 5.

SCENARIO 5

30
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URBAN INTERACTION
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THE CITY

THE DRIVER

THE GREENER COPENHAGEN

Carma can move beyond personal
driver usage to engage Copenhagen
and non-Carma drivers. Even with
very few users, its presence and visual
movement throughout the city will
create a unique layer of individualized
driver information. Copenhagen can
track drivers looking for parking to
help identify which zones and streets
within the city create the most traffic
congestion and at what time of day.
This allows drivers to dynamically
participate in generating this visual
map of parking, whilst also serving to
highlight the gravity of the issue for
the city and its residents. Once Carma
has gained widespread use, the city
will have a more complete picture
of its drivers, the number of drivers
who are seeking parking at any time,
and where the city may need to make
adjustments to its infrastructure.

For non-Carma users, seeing where
Carma drivers are being directed
will tip them off in advance that
there may be no parking available
in the streets they are currently
circulating through. Carma can
therefore indirectly influence the
driving behaviors of all drivers by
redirecting non-users cruising for
parking to areas where they are more
likely to locate parking, thereby also
helping to alleviate traffic congestion.

The strong visual impact of framing
a car’s “situation” and “right” to a
parking space will help to spread
Carma’s usage as more drivers benefit
from the system. In displaying the
intention to park and the length
of time a driver has been looking
for parking, another driver may
not only be motivated out of a
sense of good will in wanting to
assist another driver, but also be
motivated by polluter’s guilt in trying
to help another driver get off the
streets. Similarly, the Carma user
themselves may realize that they
have been cruising for parking for
an extended period of time, thereby
contributing to CO2 emissions and
expand their search radius in order
to locate more parking options.

Evening hour on-street parking in a residential area of downtown Copenhagen. Residential parking permits make parking in this area near nighttime
destinations difficult for non-residents. Photograph courtesy of Sunnie Lau.
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City-wide implementation of Carma can provide Copenhagen with data on the
number of drivers looking for parking at any time and identify the most heavily
congested streets during different times of day.

Parking takes 10 min or more
Parking takes 3 - 10 min
Parking takes 3 min or less
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Carma’s technology relies
on three components:

and Lyberta Sensing Technology
have already implemented sensing
systems embedded in surface
roads and parking meters in cities
such as San Francisco, New York,
Los Angeles and Toulouse, France.
Carma takes this data and translates
it into useful, clear navigational
information for public use.

1) A database with parking
information able to serve data
wirelessly to the Carma unit.
2) Within the unit itself, a GPS,
modem and digital compass.
3) Programmable LED lighting
technology linked to real-time
information being relayed to the
unit. Carma is building off a database
of parking information many
urban cities have already begun
to collect. Firms such as Streetline

Parking availability data collected from sensing
technologies, reservation systems, meters and
parking structures. Photograph courtesy of
sf.streetssblog.org
Wireless communication to Carma
Server storing incoming data

Interior housing unit
storing GPS, modem
and digital compass

Two-way mirror

Two-way mirror

LED panels
UI LEDS

SOURCES:
Photographs for renders provided courtesy of Sunnie Lau.
Photograph courtesy of sf.streetssblog.org
Caliskan, M., Graupner, D. and Mauve, M. (2006) Decentralized Discovery
of Free Parking Places. VANET 06. New York: ACM. 30-39
Shoup, D. (2005) The High Cost of Free Parking. Chicago: APA.
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GOOD CARMA
Carma provides drivers with enough information to add a social layer to their
driving behavior. In creating a link between the car, the driver and the public,
Carma creates a system guided by a continuous exchange of information and
a shared desire to do the right thing. Through visually conveying information
to drivers on whom they are sharing their streets with, Carma can assist
Copenhagen in becoming not only a greener city, but a friendlier one.
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CHALLENGE
Considered one of the world’s most
environmentally friendly cities,
Copenhagen has implemented several
strategies to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions from road transportation.
The most successful strategy has
been their cultivation of a bicycle
friendly city. In Copenhagen,
there are more bikes than people.
Copenhagen is one of the most
bicycle friendly cities in the world
and was suitably recognized with
an award as the world’s first Bike
City in 2011. According to “Bike
City Copenhagen”, 36 percent of all
Copenhageners commute to work,
school or university by bicycle.
Around 37 percent of the citizens ride
1.2 million kilometers daily, with 54
percent of bikers choosing to cycle
over other modes of transportation,
as it proves the quickest means to
commute around the city. In order to
retain its crown as one of the most
sustainable, bicycle-friendly, healthy
and clean cities, Copenhagen has
increased the number of cycling lanes
and widened existing ones. They have
renovated bridges and highways with
cycle lanes to encourage more people
to ride. The city anticipates to reach
50 percent of citizens riding to work
or school.

Moreover, the public transit system
in Copenhagen is exemplary. The
Copenhagen Metro first came into
operation less than 10 years ago, and
is considered one of the best metro
systems in the world. With an average
waiting time of approximately
2 minutes, the driverless metro
serves as a very efficient form of
transportation within the city center.
The gateless station further boosts
the convenience of the ride. The S-Tog
trains, which connect the suburban
area of Copenhagen, were renovated
with flexible cars for bike storage in
order to attract more cycling users.
Although cycling is definitely a popular
choice for the daily commute, with
public transportation in Copenhagen
providing a convenient and well
organized network, the city still
encounters carbon dioxide emissions
from personal vehicle usage.
OBJECTIVE
According to city officials, cyclists
have expressed the need for
real-time information on road
conditions, obstacles, weather
conditions and information to help
enable a seamless shift to public
transportation. However, shifting
the cyclist’s focus away from the
road is highly undesirable.

One possible way to shift away
from the one person car commute is
to further improve the efficiency of
cycling and public transportation,
as well as seamlessly combining the
two modes of transportation.

With
minimal new
infrastructure,
a smart phone
application
with a tangible
interface is
designed to fuse
with the biking
experience so as
to safely provide
information
to cyclists.
TripBeat conveys turn directions,
congestion, road conditions, and
public transportation schedule
alerts. At the same time, it provides
information on possible alternative
forms of public transit in case of
bad weather conditions or other
hindrances. It will enhance the
individual’s commuting experience
by providing streamlined, relevant
intelligence when needed, which
will in turn encourage and support
the riding experience. At the city
scale, it will encourage multimodal
commuting using bicycles and public
transit.
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When launched on the smartphone, the Tripbeat
application will provide ambient information
to the cyclist.

When launched on the smartphone, the Tripbeat application will provide
ambient information to the cyclist.

can be received and processed
by a smart phone catered to the
cyclist. With various patterns and
Without information and an overall
frequencies of vibrations, information
picture of the condition of the city,
can be communicated to the cyclist
cyclists often bump into bothersome
obstacles and road congestion. People without excessive distraction. As
have tried to convey information to
a smart phone, it also provides a
M OtoDE
1 data on cycling
means
gather
cyclists with small GPS devices with
patterns and road conditions serving
touch screens or Bluetooth earpieces.
as a crowd-sourcing tool, feeding
Yet cyclists often find it troublesome
Ale r twhile
meriding.
if thIteisunusua l back
pathinformation to an accessible,
to multi-task
i s re
collective database. To increase
dangerous
to comm
operate ended
any devices
while riding. Therefore, it is more
the use of public transit, an easy
Pre-specified
route towards destination
desirable to provide tangible signals
to operate interface
that provides
information on transit options,
of any ambient information to the
cyclists while riding. As smart phones
schedule alerts and alternate routes
will be helpful to any users. Tapping
become more and more popular with
into the existing trip advisor system
the general public, these devices offer
an opportunity for the incorporation
of Rejseplanen, an augmented reality
of ambient information to the riding
version with enhanced features
experience. Useful information such
would prove to be a useful tool for the
urban cyclist.
as train schedules, weather updates,
road conditions, alternative routes
STRATEGY

Beat

OF F BEAT A le r t

Origin

Brin g m
destin

Destination

Usual path
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3 MOD ES

TRIP BEAT

3 MO

TRIP BE AT

OFFBEAT Alert
A le r t me if a di ffe r e nt pat h
is re co mme nde d

Beat ME
B r ing me to a s pe ci fic
de st i nat i on t h ro ug h be at s

PEEP and BEEP
Launc h A R to view alte r nat e
t rans i t opt i o ns

OFF

Ale r
is re

Bea

M ODE 2

B rin
d e st

Be at ME

B r i ng me to a s p e c ifi c
d est i n at i on t h ro u g h b e a t s

PEE

La un
tra n

Destination

Destination

M ODE 1

Right

Suggestions for positions that are sensitive to vibrations when cycling.

Beat M E

OF F BEAT Al e rt

Usual path
Path

A ler t m e if a d if
f e r e n t pa t h
is reco m m e nd eSpeed
d UP!!

Left

Pre-specified route towards destination

B ri n g m e t
d e st i n at i o

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

alternate route. Instead of providing
a detailed report of the obstacle, it
will simply advise the cyclist not to
take the normal path. By giving an
alert vibration to the cyclist, the rider
can then choose the best route ahead
of time. In this case, the efficiency of
reaching the destination will improve.
In order to allow the smart phone
to understand the affinity of certain
paths that the user takes, a learning
period is required to allow the system
to acquire such information.
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There are 3 modes of operation
provided to the cyclist, namely the
“Offbeat Alert”, “Beat Me” and “Peep
and Beep”.
The three modes operate in unison to
accumulate a library of information
and provide it to cyclists; the first
mode offers only a brief alert signal,
the second mode offers alert signals
and navigation signals, and the
third one offers the options of the
second but with the addition of
transportation suggestions.

The “Offbeat Alert” mode alerts the
cyclist to any undesirable riding
conditions ahead, en route towards a
predetermined destination. The target
of this mode is the daily cyclist who
rides to work or school. The cyclist
has a certain knowledge of the route
to the destination, and knows other
possible routes that can bypass any
undesirable road conditions along the
way. By retrieving information from
the server, the smart phone is able to
analyse whether the road condition
favours the cyclist’s usual route.
If the road conditions are not good,
it will suggest the cyclist choose an

M ODE 1

Beat M

OF F BE AT Al e rt

Aler t m e if a differen t path
is reco m mended

B r i ng m
d estinat
Pre-specified route towards destination
Destination

Origin

Usual path
Path

Destination

Origin
Vibrates to alert change of route from usual path

M ODE 3

P e e p and BE E P

La unch AR to view al ternate

Right

Al e rt
+ NAVIG ATIO N
+ ALTE RNATIV E

Origin

Cro

OF F BE AT Al e rt
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Alert me if a differ ent path
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The second mode “Beat Me” acts
cyclist has inputted a multimodal trip
as a GPS guide which navigates the
such that it uses a train with a specific
Be
at
M
E
schedule, the phone will also vibrate
cyclist towards the destination which
Bring me to a specific
is inputted before the
start of the
gradually to signal when the train
destination
thro ugh beats
journey. Through different patterns
is approaching. The cyclist will then
of vibrations, directional instructions
respond to the signal and adjust their
P E Ecyclist.
P andInBE E P
can be conveyed to the
speed in order to catch the train.
Launch AR to view alter nate
this case, rather than
givingoptio
precise
transit
ns
instructions like vehicular GPS to the
The third mode “Peep and Beep”
user, it will provide more generalized
allows a cyclist in a hurry to change
guiding directions i.e. through
their mode of transportation in case
cycling is not the fastest means to
ambient left or right vibrations to the
cyclist. As long as the cyclist follows
reach their destination. With an
roughly the direction given, they will
augmented reality function, the
be able to reach the destination. If the
smart phone application presents

all possible public transit options.
By providing all the possible options
in one glance, users may make an
informed decision promptly.

M ODE 2

Be at M E

Bring m e to a specifi c
d est ination throu g h beats

Destination

Destination

Right

Speed UP!!
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Path
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Left
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Origin
Vibrates to alert change of route from usual path
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P e e p and BEEP

Launc h AR to view al ter na te
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TRI P BEAT
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S-Tog
Coming in 3 mins
Est arrival time : 16:40
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h
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Left

Central station

URBAN
Right
INTERACTIONS

While the cyclist moves around the
city, data can be gathered to study
their behavior. TItogcan be used to
S- frequent routes
analyze the most
taken by cyclists, the average speed
of cyclists and the road surface
conditions
of the routes taken.
Hellerup station
The data will become useful when
a substantial amount of cyclists
participate. The crowd sourced

Origin

information will be beneficial for
the government, helping to inform
current bike lane planning alongside
more long term strategies for traffic
management. It will also provide the
public transit system with useful
information pertaining to popular
stations and rider-ships around the
city.

Al ert
+ NAVIG ATIO N
+ ALTE RNATI V E

Post office
Left

Crowd- SOURCING

DATA
TRACKING
Cycling patterns
Most frequented routes
Speed
Surface condition

MECHANISM
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Al ert
ATION
ATIVE
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Va riat ion i n p at te r n s
Va riat ion i n f re q u e n ci e s

Left

Right

Alert

Train/bus approaching

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Since the project aims at providing
binary signals to the cyclist through
vibrations, the project aims at tapping
into the existing data system of
the mass transit companies, the
government, the weather department
and the users. It also utilizes the
popular smart phones to achieve
communication with cyclist. In order
to quickly provide train schedules

and transit options to the cyclists,
an augmented reality platform is
chosen for its convenience. It is a
project that takes advantage of the
existing technologies and ubiquitous
infrastructure of the city.
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To some, commuting is one of
life’s unhappiest experiences but
in between destinations, we have
short moments of freedom.
Do we stay or do we discover?
In 1952, French urban sociologist
Paul-Henry Chombart de Lauwe tried
to capture the routine movement of
a young girl in Paris over the course
of a year from home to school to
piano lessons. The manual effort,
while trailblazing, was not scalable
enough to understand how humans
move, especially at the scale of a city.
Today, with the ubiquity of
personal mobility tracking sensing
technologies from cell phone
networks to GPS to Facebook checkins, we are quickly beginning to
learn that we are more boring and
predictable than initially thought.

Paris et l’agglomeration parisienne (1952)

Recent studies analyzing large
volumes of anonymized cell phone
network location data (Song, Qu,
Blumm & Barabasi 2010) have shown
that “despite our deep-rooted
desire for spontaneity, our daily
mobility is, in fact, characterized by
a deeply rooted regularity.” In fact,
“humans follow simple, reproducible
mobility patterns, returning to a
few locations of home and work”
(Barbasi, Gonzalez & Hidalgo 2008).
This realization that we have natural
inhibitions for discovering the world
near and around us coupled with
new and accessible technologies
(smartphones) that make it easy to
precisely track our movements in realtime has highlighted a new possibility
for the city of Copenhagen and its
efforts to convert its auto-dependent
commuters into transit-loving
commuters.
As it turns out, people are not
rational creatures when it comes
to commuting. Despite a 200%
automobile tax ($60,000 for a
$20,000 car), sky-high gas prices
of about $6 per gallon, and the
highest parking rates in the
world, 38% of Copenhageners
commute to work by car, among
the highest of their European peers
(compared to Berliners at 12%).

The Copenhagen Metro is rated
the best in the world with its
driverless, 24-hour service, serving
a significant and growing share of
commuters - but like most transit
approaches worldwide it appeals to
the rational mind of consumers to
ride the Metro when it is convenient
or cheaper than the alternative.
David Brooks, in the recently released
The Social Animal, describes the
power of sentiment and emotion in
decision-making. Contrary to what we
have assumed about the importance
of rational thinking, emotion is not
only a driver of decision- making, but
it is often a highly sophisticated and
appropriate way to make decisions.
“Reason is often weak, our sentiments
are strong, and our sentiments are
trustworthy,” Brooks explains.
It explains why automobile
companies spend billions of
dollars on advertising each year
to appeal to a consumer’s sense of

“There’s a
significant
opportunity to
transform transit
into positive
experiences that are
about more than
just getting from
Point A to Point B:
experiences of
spontaneous
discovery,
community
involvement and
belongingness,”
-Latitude Research

‘Kung-fu’-ting is
a time-sensitive,
local discovery
mobile phone
application
A person’s daily mobility and
therefore discovery range is in fact
limited by both time and speed.
Hagerstrand (1970) developed a
time-space prism that described how

transport technologies like the Metro
expand our mobility ranges because
the time we allocate for commuting
is largely fixed. Subsequent studies
have confirmed that no matter
the context people tend to have
fixed travel time budgets.
It is in these fixed travel time
budgets that people find short
moments of freedom. To lower the
risk of discovery in these moments
is ‘Kung-fu’-ting’s real-time commute
calculator that takes advantage
of the speed and reliability of the
Copenhagen Metro. The Copenhagen
Metro currently boasts two lines and
22 stations, arrives on average every
5-6 minutes and is spaced to take 1-2
minutes per stop. Integrated with a
commuter’s personalized walking
speed (avg. human speed is 5 kph) the
real-time commute calculator can
quickly determine how much spare
time a person has on their current
commute and uses that information
to also calculate how far a person can
actually wander and still make it on
time for their scheduled appointment.
The second key component to
‘Kung-fu’-ting is a new method of
local discovery called crowd-tracking
that uses a person’s previously
recorded mobility tracks and maps
that against the crowdsourced tracks
of others to find new destinations
(see following page on Urban
Interactions for more illustrations).
The premise for crowd-tracking
stems from what I call the ‘local
discovery paradox.’ Unlike other
forms of discovery like books
and music where there is a lot of
choice (130 million and 46 million
today respectively), the number
of destinations like coffee shops
within a 5 or 10 minute radius is quite
small. In Copenhagen that number
would not be more than a few. How
then do you make discovery of the
community around you interesting if
there are limited places to discover?
Most local discovery applications
today (Yelp, Foursquare, Facebook)
focus on commercial destinations
like coffee shops and restaurants.
Communities like Norrebro in

Time-space prism (1970)

Copenhagen have places of
inspiration, of nature, of public art,
space and gathering. These public and
often moving destinations are hard to
track in the traditional sense where
private owners have an incentive to
update and promote their product
or service. Following where other
people spend time in a community
may be one avenue for finding these
places that are currently invisible
online. Mapping those places with
places that a person has already
visited would be especially powerful.
The final component of ‘Kungfu’-ting is a limited information
interface for communicating these
new destinations to a user. While
comprehensive information is
increasingly at our fingertips, we don’t
always want to know everything,
especially as we discover the
world around us. If you could know
everything about the person that you
are about to date would you want to?
Would Columbus’s journey to America
have been as monumental if he
knew how to get there? This natural
process of human discovery should be
preserved, even on our mobile apps.
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unbridled freedom and individuality
on the road - and why transit
operators have had little chance
to compete against the powerful
emotions that automobile companies
have worked so hard to develop. As it
turns out the proliferation of the
smartphone has created a new
experience for commuters, one with
potentially new emotions to be
harnessed to compete with those of
the automobile. It is in this context
that I present this autofighting
project for the Copenhagen Metro
and the City of Copenhagen:
‘Kung-fu’-ting, or kicking the crap out
of commuting. (It must be noted that
‘kung fu’ actually means mastery of a
skill cultivated through hard work
and therefore ‘kung-fu’-ting can be
also interpreted to be mastery of
commuting). The critical component
of ‘Kung-fu’-ting attempts to leverage
this newly available personal tracking
technology to overcome perhaps the
biggest barrier for local discovery on
one’s commute: time.
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COMMUTING IS ONE
OF LIFE’S UNHAPPIEST
EXPERIENCES

... BUT IN BETWEEN
DESTINATIONS, WE OFTEN
HAVE SHORT MOMENTS
OF FREEDOM

1

2

3

REAL -TIME COMMUTE
CALCULATOR

PERSONAL HISTORY
AND CROWD-TRACKER

LIMITED INFORMATION
INTERFACE

LOWERS THE RISK
OF DISCOVERY

CREATES NEW DESTINATIONS
TO DISCOVER

MAKES DISCOVERY
MORE SUSPENSEFUL
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HMMM . . .
IT LOOKS LIKE I’M GOING
TO BE EARLY FOR SCHOOL.
I MIGHT HAVE TO MAKE SMALL
TALK WITH THE PROFESSOR.
I HATE SMALL TALK . . .

STEP 1
ENTER DESTINATION

STEP 2
ENTER TARGET ARRIVAL TIME

STEP 3
CALCULATE SPARE MOMENTS

8:20 AM

8:21 AM

8: 24 AM

GOD MORGEN
DENNIS!

GOD MORGEN
DENNIS!

GOD MORGEN
DENNIS!

Where are you going?

When do you need
to arri ve?

You have

15 min
9.00 AM

KUNGFUTE
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‘Kung-fu’-ting local discovery options;
The beginning of an augmented-reality enhanced
local discovery (right)

8:35 AM
10 min
Baresso
Coffee

15 min
???

25 min

local business integration
2 personal history
and crowd- tracking

David Lee

friends + social events
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8:37 AM

You are freezing cold
... brrr

8:38 AM

12
min

Getting warmer

8:40 AM

10
min

What are you looking at?

8:44 AM

6

min

To the right ...
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13
min
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8:44 AM
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3

min

CONGRATULATION
You made it to a popular
spot you haven’t visited
in 11 months

8:48 AM

2

min

There are still 9 hot
summer spots in the area
that you have not
discovered

8:49 AM
GOD MORGEN
DENNIS!
The fun is over

1 min
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URBAN
INTERACTION

NON - SPATIAL

SPATIAL

SPATIAL + TIME

CHOICE

books

songs

restaurants
in Copenhagen

coffee shops
in Copenhagen
within 10 minutes
walk or metro

130,000.000

46,000.000

1.000

1-5

HOW TO ENCOURAGE
LOCAL DISCOVERY
WITH SO FEW CHOICES?
For non-spatial items like books and songs, discovery models include everything from previous purchases (Amazon) to social networks (Facebook) to
other peoples’ purchases (iTunes genius) and suggestions of experts (Pandora)
For spatially constrained destinations, discovery models may need to expand
their choice set outside of traditional commercial products and services for the
discovery process to be more interesting for the user

Crowd-tracking creates new, non-commercial, and dynamically moving
destinations within a community
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THE LOCAL DISCOVERY PARADOX
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Communities have more
than restaurants and coffee shops

An interesting destination in the Norrebro community of Copenhagen

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

WE STAY
Despite our deep-rooted desire for
change and spontaneity, our daily
mobility is, in fact, characterized
by a deeply rooted regularity
(Song, Qu, Blumm, Barabasi 2010)

36 hours of my own personal tracks using Google Latitude at MIT in October
2010. At the time, Google actually employed a combination of cell network
(least reliable), GPS, and wi-fi hot spot data to determine precise locations;
out of a sample set of 400 points, only 5 were clearly false positives

SOURCES
De Lauwe, P. H. C. (1952) Paris et l'agglomération parisienne.
Presses universitaires de France.
Hagerstrand, T. (1970) What about people in Regional Science.
Papers in Regional Science. 24: 6-21
Song, C., Qu, Z., Blumm, N., and Barabasi, A. L. (2010)
Limits of predictability in human mobility. Science. 327: 1018-1021
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Humans follow simple, reproducible
mobility patterns, returning to a few
locations of home and work
(Barabasi, Gonzalez, Hidalgo 2008)
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Where have you been lately?

ALBERT CHING
Born and raised in Waikiki, Albert
is enduring the freezing cold in
Cambridge to pursue his Masters
in City Planning at MIT. He is a
research assistant on the Future
of Urban Mobility partnership
with Singapore, investigating the
potential of intelligence technologies
to help cities in developing
Asia avoid auto-dependent
paths. He comes from 5 years working
in finance at Google, supporting
the initial launches of Google
Maps and Earth, assessing
Google’s strategy in India, and more
recently managing profitability
for Google’s $500M investments
in Asia in the midst of the
recent financial crisis. His dream is
to help plan the city of Hyderabad,
India, a city in which he lived
and loved a few years ago.
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UrbanCrumbs is a web portal for
Copenhagen’s metro system that
connects people through the
media consumed on the commute.
This portal allows commuters to
leave behind media at a specific
location on the train or platform. This
media accumulates and enlivens the
commute by connecting people who
are simultaneously there and who
later discover the media. This service
creates a zone of serendipity on the
train which doesn’t exist in other
urban spaces.
Ride – Bike - Drive. The modal split of
Copenhagen’s mobility system is an
impressive one indeed. The integrated
system boasts over 350,000 suburban
commuters and 150,000 intra-urban
riders per day. Copenhagen’s public
transit is a high-performance, combination of bus and heavy rail system.
The Metro’s integration into the
pre-existing bus system was designed
to be seamless, with intersecting
stations and schedules.
Although the system is healthily
utilized, Copenhagen wants more. The
City of Copenhagen’s ambition for
modal split is 1/3 bike, 1/3 car, and 1/3
metro. It will take more than just an
efficient system which is user friendly,
but a commute which augments
the experience of movement.
UrbanCrumbs brings together two
aspects of the commute to activate
the space of the train. The first phenomenon is our everyday consumption of media. We enjoy news, music,
books, photos and all other media in
a single device. Social networks allow
us to broadcast this media to friends
and family, but seldom are we able
to connect this media to a specific
location. With digital media, we augment the serendipity of a newspaper
left-behind on the train into a way to
connect with others.
It is well known that daily routines are
ridden with social tension. The second
aspect of the commute is seeing
the same people every day without

any interaction (be it on the train,
in the car, or on the bike). This has
been coined as the ‘familiar stranger’
phenomenon. Exposing the mystique
of our daily ‘familiar strangers’ has
been the object of research projects
and artistic installations alike.
Urban Crumbs provides a way to
connect with familiar strangers,
that makes sense for the commute.
By allowing for a GPS trace of train
cars, this modifies the location of
the file continuously. Traveling with
the media, people can now connect
over what users choose to display.
After users leave the train, the media
stays, and opens up the possibility
to asynchronously connect with
others of the same space. At the end
of the day, the media’s life can be
tracked, and you can see the spread of
information throughout the city.

This service
creates a zone
of serendipity on
the train which
doesn’t exist
in other urban
spaces
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Graphic user interface for augmented reality on board trains

Creating a social commute: (From Left to Right)
1. individual media consumption 2. train aggregates
data 3. collective sharing of data
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A day in the life of UrbanCrumbs…
Anne-mette, a suburban Copenhagener is off to work in the morning. She
gets to the commuter station and she
flips open the CPH Times on her mobile phone. Scrolling through global
politics, local construction, she sees
Justin Bieber is coming to perform.
Broadcasting this to Facebook or
Twitter is not enough for her, she feels
people in the area need to hear about
this. With UrbanCrumbs she posts the
message to her train-station platform,
fulfilled with her civic service.
Boarding the train, she gets tired of
the extensive Justin Bieber selection.
As a Crumbmuter she knows there’s
fresh media for her on the train.

She goes to her mobile application
and takes a scan of her familiar
strangers. She notices music coming
from that fashionable Hawaiian
guy. She’s seen him everyday but
has never interacted. She’s always
wondered what he’s jamming to on
his headphones. She clicks on the
music icon above his head. It’s Lady
Gaga’s latest song! Although she’s
much too shy to talk to him, she
shoots him a note of suprise! Afterall,
it’s not what she expected from that
familiar stranger. The train comes to
her stop, but before she leaves, he
reciprocates the greatness of Gaga
with the requisite smiley emoticon.
The end of the workday comes and
Anne-mette is leaving for home.
She meanders down to the subway
platform near her work in Central
Copenhagen. Peering up to the digital
schedules, she notices the Top Ten

Media readings of the day. It happens
that her’s is first! People must have
been reposting all over the metro.
Interested in the migration of the
story, she turns to her application and
pulls up the history of the media. A
physical map of the story shows the
migration and times of the media.
She sees the spread of the media
over time and space. Overwhelmed
with personal satisfaction, she’s
happy to be commuting today.
Already having scanned her social
networks and news sources throughout the day, she scans the car for
something to read. One thing stands
out in the collection today, an obscure
newspaper about her neighborhood
called Hellarup. She reads of a
special performance that Justin
Bieber is giving as a warm up for his
big show tomorrow! Not what she
expected from her commute home!

Listing of music posted to specific train car

Peer-to-peer (P2P) messaging function
between UrbanCrumbs users.

URBAN
INTERACTION

Both the varied time we spend on
trains and the asynchronous nature
of commuters stays disrupt any
opportunities for worthwhile social
interaction. A product which seeks to
provide a link between users of public
transit will have to overcome varied
durations and asynchronous trips.
Thus, Urban Crumbs allows commuters to ‘drop’ their media in space
without requiring a direct stream.
By tagging each ‘media crumb’ with
personal information, this allows a
familiar stranger to be discovered and
to get to know them a little better.

Graphic User Interface showing
the spread of an UrbanCrumb over
the Copenhagen transit system
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UrbanCrumbs sees the social tension
of the train as an opportunity for
interaction. It also enables a new type
of social serendipity for those who
opt into the system which challenges
the asynchronous occupation of
the train. Urban Crumbs specifically
targets the transit system over stable
spaces because of its unique nature
as a moving infrastructure. This social
territory of movement is seldom
addressed in initiatives to increase
ridership of urban transit systems.
Various social gradients exist in our
everyday urban environment. Spaces
of public transportation have been
studied extensively in terms of their
implications for social interaction and
comfort. The courtesies we extend
to one another in these spaces are
part of the ‘social contract’ which
allows everyone to ride comfortably
on public transit. A product of our
social contracts to one another are
the emergent ‘familiar strangers’ we
have in daily life. Familiar strangers (1)
must be observed, (2) repeatedly, and
(3) without any interaction. The 1960’s
familiar strangers study by Milgram
was attempting to understand how,
“people were used as markers of
space and influenced an individual’s
sense of belonging to that place.”

Paulos and Goodman’s 2004 research
explores how the use of ‘familiar
strangers’ influences a sense of
belonging to place and how that
relationship is being reformed in the
age of pervasive computing. This was
an experiment to sense when people
passed each other and how they
reacted to certain public spaces and
interactions with familiar strangers.
These experiments sought to
understand the relationship of people
to their urban space and familiar
strangers. Since these experiments,
immense computational advances
have been made which connect
the human experience intimately
with the city. Though many applications give us ways to commune,
experience, and change the city,
few focus on interaction among
familiar strangers. tunA, a project
from Media Lab Europe explores a
mobile device application which
allows users to ‘tune into’ one another
in a synchronous music stream.
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UrbanCrumbs depends on the use
of mobile phones with augmented
reality capabilities. Any smart phone
equipped with a camera can utilize
this technology. This enhances the
nature of discovery within the space
of the train and encourages those
who are familiar strangers to meet.
The mobile phone is used to search
for media on web browsers and
applications. News, music, photos,
and any content imaginable is able to
be ‘posted’ to the train. With the use
of WI-fi or cellular service, the user

may upload media of their choice to a
server. Upon uploading, the proposed
application tags this media with a
geographical reference to the train
car’s location. This system enables
peer-to-peer connections through
the same portal that facilitates
the sharing and storage of data.
The system requires a GPS trace of
the train car which modifies the
location of the media file. The train
cars can be identified by the MAC
address on the WI-fi device. Given
that the S-Tog (heavy rail) lines are
equipped with WI-fi connection in
the train cars, the implementation
of this system should not require
any extra hardware adoption to the

Mobile device 1

Wifi

public transit services. UrbanCrumbs
uses augmented reality to connect
commuters. Existing augmented
reality services take layers of GPS
located information and project
them on the horizon of your mobile
devices’ camera. These bits of data
are typically GPS tags of restaurants,
coupons or events. UrbanCrumbs
is a system where the data has
a constantly changing GPS code
attached. This allows the augmented
reality to pick up on location specific
information keeping media sharing
within a specific space. In this
instance, the technology enabling
augmented reality is being asked to
perform differently than before.

Mobile device 2

Wifi

3G

Train cloud

Data

Location
tagging

Systems architecture for data distribution and retrieval

3G
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Augmented reality of the view from within train car,
with a message identifying content
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With the target of carbon neutrality
by 2025, the City of Copenhagen is in
a prime position to further establish
itself as a world leader in sustainable
urban growth. As one of the most livable and greenest cities in the world,
the City of Copenhagen is a test bed
for innovative solutions that address
the challenges of urbanization. The
Infrastructureless Parking System
brings this experimental approach to
parking in Copenhagen.
Finding parking in cities has long
been a fundamental problem, with
as much as 30% of emissions directly
stemming from traffic caused by
drivers searching for parking. Not
only does cruising for parking impact
the air quality of the urban environment, but it also creates congestion
adding to the frustration of drivers
and depreciating the urban driving experience. Current state of the
art solutions involve a centralized
system that requires installation of
sensors in the ground, and/or smart
parking meters. These systems are
not only expensive, but also fail to
optimize the potential for a multipurpose parking solution. In part
their inflexible nature is due to their
need for rigid physical installations
of hardware in the pavement.

Imagine an infrastructureless parking
system that can inform drivers of
available parking without requiring
the installation of sensors or smart
meters on the ground; a system that
is akin with Copenhagen’s Green
Growth plan and serves to reduce
urban congestion while engaging
citizens in maintaining an important public asset. A parking system
delivering real time information and
monitoring of the parking network
in its entirety. The Infrastructureless
Parking System improves the use of
existing resources whilst also encouraging a change in the behavior of the
systems users.

Images sourced from bikepark.auto.hr
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Imagine an
infrastructureless
parking system;
a system that
is akin with
Copenhagen’s
Green Growth
plan and serves
to reduce urban
congestion
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Following predictions of 80%
penetration of smart phones by
2015 in developing countries,
smart phones present a powerful
platform for sensing and information
dissemination. The Infrastructureless
Parking System incorporates an
inventory of all existing parking
spaces in the City of Copenhagen,
including their location, size, and
degree of demand. It allows individual
users to navigate through the urban
environment to efficiently find
parking using an augmented reality
application on their mobile phone.
Once a space has been identified,
individuals can electronically validate
their parking through an online
payment system. This in turn feeds
back information to the system,
removing the parking spot that has

just been occupied from the data
base of available parking spots for
the time duration requested by the
driver. This removes the need for
heavy installations of smart meters or
sensors to identify available parking
spots, and instead utilizes drivers to
collect this information.
Parking meter maids use a phone
based augmented reality application
to identify whether a parked car is
paid for or not at a given moment. The
meter maid simply points the phone
at the car and digital information
gathered from the system’s servers
displays the amount of time left
before the paid parking expires.
The system is also highly adaptive in
that it is able to allocate a parking
space for both cars and bicycles
responding to the demands placed
on the system by its users. One
parking space may be used either by
a single car or upto ten bikes. This
takes inspiration from an initiative
that the City of Copenhagen has
already successfully implemented:
the Copenhagen Cargobike. It not only
encourages the uptake of cycling,
but also formally deals with the
occasional need to provide sufficient
parking spaces for cyclists within
Copenhagen.
This system also focuses on altering
individuals’ behavior and devolving
parking enforcement to system users
through civic engagement. If a driver
arrives at a parking spot that was
supposed to be vacated by another
driver, but has remained occupied, the
driver has the option of reporting the
violator using the phone’s augmented
reality system.

Images courtesy of Paolo Patelli
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In a city where parking is at a
premium- the introduction of an
Infrastructureless Parking System has
the potential to reduce congestion on
the roads, and also help to improve
air quality. With an intelligent
system feeding back information
in real time as to the location of
available parking spaces, the time
spent searching for parking can be
greatly reduced. This system could
be further integrated with an in
vehicle navigation system, further
aiding the creation of a system
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The Infrastructureless Parking
System also has the option of being
integrated with other forms of display
platforms, such as a smartphone,
windshield of a car or even glasses.

Images courtesy of Paolo Patelli

Urban interaction /

breaching the system, this system permits increased civic engagement with
the urban environment. This system
would serve to reinforce Copenhagen’s position position as a global
hub for urban solutions, providing
exportable knowledge that has broad
applicability to any urban setting
across the globe.
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The Infrastructureless Parking System
presents a solution to the challenges
of parking in the City of Copenhagen,
by optimizing the use of existing
parking facilities through a cheap,
scalable, infrastructureless system. By
providing a tool that allows drivers to
navigate more efficiently through the
road network of the City of Copenhagen, the system will directly serve
to reduce congestion resulting from
drivers searching for parking spaces.
As users contribute to the database,
not only providing information about
space availability but also people
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On January 29th 2009, the Danish
government agreed to invest 94
billion kroner ($16 billion) to improve
the nation’s roads, railways and
bike lanes by 2020. Traffic Minister
Lars Barfoed was quoted by The
Copenhagen Post as saying, “The
shape of the agreement is clear:
two-thirds green, one third black,”
meaning that most of the budget
will go towards public transit
infrastructure and the rest will be
spent on asphalt road projects.
Examples of projects incorporated in
the investment plan include:
- Increasing the number of cyclists
(1 billion kroner)
- Improving bus traffic
(1 billion kroner)
- Improving access to public transit
(1 billion kroner)
- Improving traffic safety
(500 million kroner)
Since 1995, Copenhagen has seen
an increase in bicycle traffic, with
58 percent of Copenhageners
cycling everyday. With an efficient
public transportation system that
incorporates multi modal travel,
Copenhagen is still witnessing an
increase in car ownership. So, which
of the various systems that currently
exist in Copenhagen has the capacity
to create a seamless integration of
the various modes of transportation
to a standard that Copenhageners
are accustomed to? Within the urban
context, new questions arise: how
can we better integrate the cities in a
more efficient and effective manner?
How can we integrate the various
transportation systems - bus, metro
and bicycle - into a sustainable,
intelligent, extensive network which
is capable of adapting to future
development and urban growth?

Currently, the city center is supported
by an extensive bus network systemalthough it has been serving the
city, its spatial coverage beyond
the city center is not as extensive;
it currently does not provide
sufficient connectivity to the outer
city regions. The new metro system
was introduced in 2002 and up until
2009, it had two lines and had carried
50 million passengers. However,
considering the increasing number
of commuters who travel by S-tog
to and from the suburbs on a daily
basis, there is scope to develop a
more intelligent and sustainable
system to support the growth in its
users. The question arises as to how
could we integrate Copenhagen’s
well established biking culture
within the new system? What are
the essential supporting elements
that are currently missing from the
transportation system?
One of the key observations that
has informed this project, is the
need for an intelligent system that is
capable of supporting bike users as
they switch between transportation
modes. This project proposes a new
design for a convertible seat/bike
multi-tasking tablet which can be
introduced on the S-tog (commuter
train). It will provide a piece of flexible
infrastructure that will make the
transitions for bikes boarding trains
more seamless.

The project aims to address the
following:
1. How to make a seamless transition
between different forms
of transportation
2. How to permit more flexible use of
urban furniture
3. How to transfer the collected data
of usage of this urban infrastructure
into useful information, whilst also
serving to enhance the network
system at large

How do you make
the experience of
multimodal public
transportation
more seamless?
By increasing the sense of place,
environmental awareness and
ridership community we hope to
enhance the traveling experience
and thus increase use of public
transportation. The flexibility in
customized seating arrangements on
board could foster communications
between riders and instigate more
social interaction.
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How fast can you travel through town
by bike and car?
Avg. Speed = 16 kph (27 kph for cars)

no stop

How do you make the experience of transitioning
from multimodal public transportation
more seamless?
~ 16 kph

stop on

train

S-tog trains are frequently used by commuters going in and out of Copenhagen.
DSB has sucessfully incresed number of bikers getting on trains, at the same
time communter trains face another challenge, lacking sufficient space for bikes
on board.
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Users are able to interact with the
piece by instantly readjusting the
tablet into different positions to fulfil
its multi-functional purposes. For
example, a short time commuter may
prefer to stay on a bike and finish
off their book while on the train.
The passenger could then utilize the
convertible seat/bike tablet, to lock
and stabilize their bike. The automatic
latching of the lower base slot to the
tire secures the bike, while flipping
the tablet over provides a surface to
work on.
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In the second scenario, with an
extended journey a commuter may
want a more comfortable seat and
has their bike with them for last
mile travelling to and from their
destination. The commuter can lock
their bike at the base, and flip the
top tablet away from them to form
an ergonomically designed seat.
Once the bike is locked, the sensors
will show the furniture is connected
to your bike and you can choose to
lock for a certain period of time, and
similarly when to release it from the
docking station. It could also show
travel information - such as ‘mileage’
by S-tog.

Type I
“Bike all the Way”, tablet stand for bike

Type II
Lock bike away and take a comfortable seat

Two different scenarios for seating and working arrangments is enabled by
the new convertible seat/ bike standing tablet
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existing

proposing

+
16 storage

1 car train:

52 seaters

24 storage / 60 seaters
+50% / +15%

1 car train:
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12 seats / 12 bike stand capacity on either side

The newly designed urban furniture enables more flexible programmatic
use of the flex-room car train on S-togs
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Display on
Message
on Train, platform,
messages
onDisplays
train, platform,
Mobile
mobile Application
application update
update status
status

Infrared
sensor
Infrared--Sensor

Wi-Fi on Board

LED light
light indication
indication on
on train
Train
LED

Motion range sensor

Type I
“Bike all the Way”: tablet stand for bikers
Once the bike is latched into the base of the furniture, the infraredsensor detects it has been occupied by a bike. It will then send
a signal through a wireless server on board to update current
seating capacity status to commuters who are arriving at the
station (prior to boarding) through a mobile phone application.
Ambient lights on the platform will show bikers a direct path to the
right place on the platform to board for available table stands.

Wi-fi on
Wi-Fi
on board
Board

Type II
Rush hour: no regular seats? Convert tablet into a comfortable seat!
Once the bike tablet stand is converted into a seat by sliding
the tablet top downward, the motion range sensor detects
it has been occupied. It will then update the current seating
capacity status to commuters who are at the next station
(prior to boarding) through a mobile phone application.

Wi-fi on
Wi-Fi
on board
Board
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Motion sensor

IR range sensor
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The new intelligent sensing urban
infrastructure helps to create a more
efficient boarding system. Prior to
arrival at the platform, commuters
are able to get a sense of the chance
of getting onto the train in rush hour.
For early birds:
Other existing technology could
be leveraged to support the new
infrastructure. New ticketing methods
and wireless communication
are available for incorporation,
such as purchasing tickets from
personal mobile phones (SMS), wi-fi
on train and trip planners online
and mobile application as well.
These existing platforms could be
utilized to show train occupancy
information and provide direct
straightforward instructions
to the approaching riders.

I know where
to board at the
right time, right
spot and without
having to wait!
For late birds:
LED lights on the ground of the
platform demarcate the percentage
of passenger/bike seats available.
Information collected is presented
in the form of lighting elements
on the train platform and on the
exterior of the train. Late comers
can get fast and quick information
even if they are riding on bikes.

Showing user’s travel patterns
alongside mode of transportation
used and distance traveled, would
increase environmental awareness.

RELEASE BIKE?

Distance travelled:
200 km
Bike time:
1 hour
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LED lights on the ground of the platform demarcates the percentage
of passenger/bike seats available.
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